reflects the many facets of the life sciences, their medical and political ramifications.
With several trans-European as well as British and American contributors, the editors have assembled an impressive panel. Charles Webster searches for the most authentic portrait of Paracelsus and resolves its paradoxical depiction of a bare-headed, care-worn visage by exposing its polemical and rhetorical features. Bill Brock explores the receptivity of the Royal Institution and the Smithsonian Institution to a windfall benefaction from the millionaire Thomas George Hodgkins , who died believing that the regeneration of pure air was an urgent priority to halt the degeneration of the human race. In Britain, James Dewar was the main beneficiary, but in what Brock describes as "a world of jealous, competing and bloody-minded scientists and inventors". A vision of physiology as a science liberated from medical constraint is shown by Hans-Jorg Rheinberger to have informed the thinking of Johannes Muller, who, on his revisionist reading, should not be regarded as philosopher first and physiologist second. For the period 1869-1914 in Germany, Katherina Rowold shows how the reading of homosexuality as a symptom of degeneration was displaced by theories ascribing it to developmental anomalies. Magnus Hirschfeld is discussed as one who supported the women's movement for education and suffrage but who also perpetuated the gendering of mental powers. In an illustrated examination of erotica, Julie Peakman takes us back to the eighteenth century when the gendering of plants by Linnaeus was parodied through the use of botanical metaphors for genitalia. Her essay exposes the fine line that existed between medical and obscene literature.
As an aperitif for his and G S Rousseau's book on gout, Roy Porter reminds us that disease could sometimes be desirable, protecting one from a worse affliction and serving as a "permanently conspicuous badge of superiority". His inimitable subtitle (Banks and the Mountebanks) refers to a case-study (the demise of Sir Joseph) and a thesis: "precisely because orthodoxy had chosen to formulate an elaborate theory of gout's special and beneficial incurability, irregulars were able to move in and clean up." The curability of beri-beri forms part of an equally absorbing story told by Harmke Kamminga, who, building on Teich's work, reveals an ironic twist to the history of vitamin deficiency disease. Whereas Frederick Hopkins recognized that accessory food factors were indispensable for a healthy diet, his fellow Nobel Laureate Christiaan Eijkman was rewarded for his discovery of the "antineuritic vitamin" preventive of beri-beri. But the irony is that Eijkman had a long-term resistance to a nutritional aetiology for beriberi, convinced that it was of bacterial origin. How he later deleted this from the record makes fascinating reading. Plenty of food for thought, then, with the vitamin of controversy supplied by the geneticist Benno Muller-Hill, who contends that "wherever science begins to look like a social construct, one Subsequent chapters describe the appearance of additional epidemics during the sixteenth century, especially in the 1540s and again in the mid-1570s, characterized in New Spain under the Nahuatl term "cocoliztli" (pestilence) and variously diagnosed as haemorrhagic smallpox or typhus fever. Other more regional outbreaks are also described. A final section describes health conditions from 1600 to 1650. Based on the extant evidence, disease-presumably more smallpox, measles, and typhusspread easily along maritime and commercial routes, afflicting both adults and children. A short section also deals with yellow fever, an African import, and its establishment in the Caribbean following the arrival of the preferred mosquito vector.
These scourges continued to kill the surviving Amerindian populations throughout Spanish America, forcing the wholesale importation of African slave labour to support the specialized agriculture of tropical crops. In his conclusion, Noble again emphasizes the importance of disease in the conquest of America over other military factors, mostly technology (steel and gunpowder), horses, and aggressive tactics, including the use of attack dogs. While pre-Columbian America was by no means a disease-free Shangri-La, the airborne and highly infectious European and African imports caused havoc among populations living in splendid immunological isolation. In contrast to some earlier works, Noble's book succeeds because of its scope and balance, and the author's effort to present the onslaught of disease as a gradual process in which mass infection is portrayed within a loop of panic, social disintegration, lack of caregivers and farm hands, famine, depopulation, political chaos, and religious scepticism, all of which created further susceptibilities to disease.
Guenter B Risse, University of California, San Francisco Robert Sigalea, La Medecine traditionnelle de l'Inde: doctrines preve'dique, vedique, ayurvedique, yogique et tantrique. Les empereurs moghols, leurs maladies et leurs medecins, Geneva, Editions Olizane, 1995 , pp. 558, illus., SFr 350.00, FFr 1450 .
Holding this magnificent volume in one's hands, words like "opulence" and "luxury" spring inevitably and appropriately to mind. No expense has been spared in the production of the book, which is printed on art paper and is densely illustrated throughout with full-colour reproductions of drawings, photographs, miniature paintings, manuscripts, and other pictorial matter. A significant research effort has gone into identifying and acquiring the images so beautifully reproduced: they are sourced from the great Oriental collections of Boston, London, Paris, Madras, Calcutta, Benares, and elsewhere, as well as from eminent private collections such as that of Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan. Many photographs are from the collection of (fig. 12) ; The agony, a pathetic portrait of Jahangir's courtier Inayat Khan, alcoholic and opium addict, drawn at the Emperor's direct instruction; and the striking series of birthing scenes from very different representational traditions ( fig. 7 , plates I-II).
Indian medical manuscripts, to which one might naturally turn for illustrative material, are notorious for their complete lack of iconic representation. No Sanskrit medical manuscript known to the reviewer contains any image of the body, its parts, or even any herbal medicine or plant. Sigalea's book succeeds admirably in presenting a fine catalogue of stimulating illustrations drawn from every imaginable alternative source, integrated with a narrative of the history of medicine in India.
The text of the book is divided into two major parts. The first covers the medical traditions which might loosely be called "indigenous", i.e., the classical Indian system of medicine (dyurveda), with its antecedents and successors ranging from Pre-Vedic medicine to yoga and tantra. The literature of this medicine is written principally in the Sanskrit language, in texts
